Torsional-oscillator studies of very thin He films have found nonuniversal behavior of the superfluid response as a function of coverage. The temperature width of the superfluid transition region is nonmonotonic in the areal density n and exhibits cusplike variations at half of the layering period. We explore the assumption that this additional broadening is caused by macroscopic inhomogeneities in the substrate potential; such a theory for inhomogeneous broadening can be constructed from the Kosterlitz-Nelson relation between the superfluid areal density n, and the transition temperature T, by determining the theoretical "sensitivity" S of n, to variations in the strength of the substrate potential. For substrate models that are atomically uniform, a simple microscopic hypernetted-chain calculation (without either "elementary diagrams" or three-body correlations, but with an optimized Jastrow function) finds this sensitivity always to be of the same sign, and yields reasonable order-ofmagnitude agreement with experiment. However, models for which the sensitivity does not change sign appear to be incapable of yielding either the cusps or the half-periodicity of the data. We suggest that these properties may occur with a more recently developed (and more sophisticated) version of hypernetted-chain theory, wherein "elementary diagrams" and three-body correlations are incorporated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Although many theories predict that long-range order does not occur in two-dimensional systems with a continuous symmetry group, thin films of liquid 4He are well known to exhibit superfluid behavior below some critical temperature T,. Kosterlitz and Thouless2 (KT) showed that for such systems a form of topological or quasi-longrange order can exist at low temperatures and that the thermal excitations responsible for the disappearance of superfluidity at high temperatures are quantized vortices. An important prediction of this theory is that the superfluid density at T, exhibits universal scaling. In particular, the superfluid areal density n, (T) obeys a universal scaling relation of the form n, (T) n, (T, ) 
V. SCENARIO FOR HALF-PERIODICITY AND CUSPS
We now discuss a scenario that, because halfperiodicity, cusps, and true zeroes at the minima all occur at once, may be a possibility for explaining the data.
First, note that the "sensitivity" S (to the underlying substrate) should go to zero at high coverages, thus arguing for an envelope function that has this property [e.g. , exp( -axz), for some value of the parameter aj. Second, note that if S has the periodicity of the full layers and, through some unspecified mechanism, also changes sign a weaker well depth. Figure 3 shows that peaks in the sensitivity occur every time that a new layer starts to form; this occurs roughly every 0.065 A, and is to be compared with 0.078 A of Sec. II. Note that the first peak in both curves of Fig. 3 corresponds to the start of the second layer. We will associate this layer with the first active layer of the experimental substrate. Comparison of both of these figures to Fig. 2 above). In such a more "compact" system, hard-core efFects are more pronounced. Preliminary results indicate that, when applied to the problem of films, the improved HNC theory leads to a sequence of phase transitions at half-filled layers. These transitions occur when it becomes energetically favorable to elevate particles into the second layer rather than to further compress the first layer, and similarly for promotion into the second and the third layers (it is not yet clear how far this sequence will be seen, before layering no longer occurs). Thus, in addition to structure associated with the filling of each layer, there will be additional structure associated with the transfer of particles from one layer to the next. Each of these has the periodicity of the layers, but the first is associated with half-filling, and the second is associated with filling. In principle, then, there could be two independent mechanisms that, together, yield the observed half-periodicity. Whether this mechanism will be able to explain the observed features awaits the full development and application of the theory.
